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FRAGILE THERMODYNAMIC ORDER�N. Bernhoefta, G.H. Landerb, M.J. Longfieldb;S. Langridged, D. Mannixb;, E. Lidströmb;, E. ColineaubA. Hiesse, C. Vettier;e, F. Wastinb, J. Rebizantb, and P. LejayfaDRFMC-CEA, 38054 Grenoble, FranebEuropean Commission, JRC-ITU, Postfah 2340, D-76125 Karlsruhe, GermanyESRF, B.P. 220X, 38043 Grenoble, FranedISIS Siene Division, RAL, Chilton, Oxon, OX11 0QX, United KingdomeInstitut Laue Langevin, B. P. 156X, 38042 Grenoble, FranefCRTBT-CNRS, 38042 Grenoble, Frane(Reeived July 10, 2002)An asymmetri shift in the position of the magneti Bragg peak with re-spet to the �duial lattie has been observed by resonant X-ray satteringin a diverse series of antiferromagneti ompounds. This apparent viola-tion of Bragg's law is interpreted in terms of a dynamially phased orderparameter. We demonstrate the use of this e�et as a novel probe of fragileor dynami thermodynami order in strongly orrelated eletroni systems.In partiular, fresh light is shed on the paradoxial situation enounteredin URu2Si2 where the measured entropy gain on passing through TN�eel isinompatible with the ground state moment estimated by neutron di�ra-tion. The intrinsi spae-time averaging of the probe used to haraterisethe thermodynami marosopi state may play a ruial and previouslynegleted role. In turn, this suggests the further use of resonant X-raysattering in investigations of systems dominated by quantum �utuations.PACS numbers: 75.50.Ee, 78.70.Ck1. Introdution and summaryThe underlying omplexities of marosopi states may be subsumed byonstrution of phenomenologies based on onserved, or thermodynami,variables. A primary onept has been the introdution of an order param-eter (OP) to desribe the hanges in marosopi state, indued by vari-ation of thermodynami or mehanial onstraints, at a phase transition.A lassi example is the attribution of a spontaneous magnetisation M� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(1367)



1368 N. Bernhoeft et al.(marosopi moment density) to the ferromagneti state. As an inferentialtool, bridging our thinking between maro- and mirosopi states (hereafterwritten as marostate and mirostate respetively), the OP has proven ofimmense value even if an a priori rigorous de�nition in terms of underlyingmirosopi theory is di�ult. Symmetry arguments, in ombination withsophistiated mean �eld models have lead to powerful free energy densityfuntionals based on the OP, whih, onstrued as the summation over in-dependent mesosopi volumes may be written: M = R d3rm(r) wherem(r) is the thermodynami time expetation of the magnetisation. Withthe advent of neutron sattering tehniques not only has it proven possi-ble to measure the distribution m(r) ompatible with ferromagneti longrange order (LRO) but new, osillatory, antiferromagneti densities havebeen disovered [1℄. Suh marostates are assigned a new phase variable,� = iQ0 � r, thereby extending the notion of an OP to spatially modulatedstates,M(r) =MeiQ0�r; a development whih has beome the integral ba-sis for desribing the N�eel state of stati LRO [2℄. The generalised OP nowarries a (vetorial) magnitude together with an ordering wave vetor, Q0,onstruted to give the relative phase aumulated between two points ofseparation r. The question we address is whether, on departure from LRO,suh a stati phase variable is su�ient to apture the dominant phase or-relations of the marostate. And, if not, how an the additional (dynami)phase orrelations be aounted for, and what inferenes may be drawn forthe orresponding thermodynami states?As noted below, the observed shift of the phasing variable � from itsthermodynami value, � = iQ0 � r, may provide a sensitive probe of thedeparture from LRO and the build up of a dynamially ordered state. Fromthis perspetive reent, high resolution, resonant X-ray di�ration experi-ments (by us and others) in a diverse series of ompounds with antiferro-magneti ground states whih have revealed an anomalous, asymmetri, dis-plaement of the magneti ordering wave vetor with respet to the �duiallattie suggest that essential details of the phase orrelations in suh dynamimarostates may lie outside the urrent framework. To date this apparentviolation of Bragg's law has remained unexplained [3,4℄. We propose thatsuh e�ets may be aptured most simply by extension of the OP to inor-porate a dynami phase, �d, giving the total phase as, � = i(Q0 � r � �d)where �d, on leaving the thermodynami LRO state realised at �d = 0, (re)-installs the missing phase aumulated in the 2-site deorrelation funtion.For a given di�ration peak this leads to an asymmetri displaement, Dq,to smaller wave vetors proportional to the inverse spatial orrelation lengthof the di�rating volume, i.e. the q-width, �q. This monotoni shift and theapproximate linear relationship, Dq � �q, has been found for all systemsstudied so far.



Fragile Thermodynami Order 1369In the following we disuss �rst, the displaement, Dq, its observation us-ing resonant X-ray sattering (RXS) tehniques and rationalisation in termsof a dynamial phase. Then, as a diret appliation of this idea, we use it toexamine a ontroversial aspet of the physis of strongly orrelated eletronsystems. Namely to understand, in general terms, how ertain materialsform an antiferromagneti state with a very small polarisation (moment� 0:05 �B) having, at the same time, an entropy hange at the phase tran-sition, TN, de�ned from the divergene of the heat apaity ompatible witha muh larger sublattie polarisation (� 1 �B). A prime example is theantiferromagneti heavy fermion superondutor URu2Si2 where the satu-rated magneti moment determined by neutron di�ration is � 0:03 �B andthe entropy hange at TN is � 15% of kB ln[2℄. In this material displae-ments, Dq, in di�ration peaks of �nite width are observed at all measuredtemperatures below TN. These observations lead us to a novel physial in-terpretation of the unusual low moment in URu2Si2 and a resolution of thelow temperature entropy balane in terms of a dynamially phased OP.2. The dynamial phaseTo gain insight into the formation of antiferromagneti marostates RXShas been used to measure the thermal evolution of positions and widthsof magneti re�etions in the following materials: (i) UO2 an arhetypalantiferromagneti ioni ompound [5,6℄, (ii) UPd2Al3 a large moment heavyfermion superondutor [7℄ and (iii) URu2Si2 a small moment heavy fermionsuperondutor [8℄. The key observations are shown in Fig. 1 where theanomalous displaement, the heat apaity and the sublattie moment foreah material are displayed as a funtion of temperature. The e�ets inDq are small; the displaements from the nominal Bragg positions are atmost a few parts per thousand and the observations exploit the high q-spaeresolution available at modern synhrotrons. The feasibility to extend thesestudies into a signi�ant region above TN depends on the high intensitysoure together with the enhaned resonant ross setion [9℄; presented datawere taken at the uranium M4 absorption edge sampling spatial orrelationsassoiated with the 5f shell polarisation. In Fig. 1 Dq is seen to be an orderof magnitude greater, and in the opposite sense to, the thermal dilationof the lattie. Parity eliminates both a developing inommensurate orderat Qafm � qi between the magneti and hemial lattie sine there is noappearane of the mandatory, seond, symmetry related peak and inelastior di�use sattering. The anomalous displaements appear irrespetive ofthe size of the low temperature thermodynami moment; for example, inUPd2Al3, where � � 1 �B, the shifts are similar in sign and magnitudeto URu2Si2, � � 0:02 �B. Moreover, the ourrene depends neither on



1370 N. Bernhoeft et al.the material being metalli nor on the degree of the transition as shown bythe ourrene in the ioni ompound UO2, whih exhibits a disontinuous,�rst order transition. Finally, the report [4℄ of a similar e�et in HoB2Ni2Csuggests that the phenomenon is not a peuliarity of atinide ompoundsor the experimental method; an important issue on aount of the limitedX-ray sample penetration at the atinide M4 resonane.

Fig. 1. Left hand side: Shift, Dq, in the reiproal lattie position of the magnetiBragg re�etion as a funtion of temperature reorded in UO2 [3℄, UPd2Al3 (takenat X22C, NSLS, BNL), and URu2Si2 (taken at ID20, ESRF), by RXS at the ura-nium M4 edge at 3.728 keV. The hange in the lattie parameter, as measured inthe same experiment at the harge Bragg re�etion, is indiated by the brokenline. In URu2Si2 the presene of a shift below TN signals the dynami nature ofthe fragile thermodynami state. Note that the assignment of Dq = 0 at the basetemperature of 10 K is arbitrary. A measurement of the absolute value of Dq isdi�ult; all measurements are relative to the base temperature. Right hand side:Spei� heat apaity (open squares) and normalised temperature dependene ofthe OP as measured by neutron di�ration (losed squares) [5�8,12℄.



Fragile Thermodynami Order 1371A degree of reality may be given to a hosen OP in instanes where anavailable probe ouples to the dominant symmetry breaking variable of themarostate [10℄. In general this requires a measurement time ompatiblewith the thermodynami nature of the OP. For example, the alternativeuse of neutron or X-ray Bragg sattering to assess the expetation of m(r)is limited by the probe spae-time oherene volume, a onstraint to berespeted when re�ning suh an inferential probability density funtional byomparison with experimental data [10,11℄. The Bragg di�ration onditionis itself limited by the aumulated phase lag between 2 points of separationr. The dynami ontribution to whih, written in terms of its average valueh�d=ri = Dq, leads to loss of oherene beyond the spatial deorrelationlength, rmax, where Dq � rmax = �. This implies a wave vetor displaementin proportion to the width of the di�ration peak,Dq � �rmax � �q, a linearrelationship substantiated in Fig. 2. Moreover, sine antiferromagneti order

Fig. 2. The anomalous displaement, Dq, of the antiferromagneti wave vetoras a funtion of fwhm in URu2Si2, UPd2Al3, and UO2, with temperature as animpliit parameter. As explained in the text both the negative shift and monotonidependene may be rationalised with the onept of a dynamial phase.



1372 N. Bernhoeft et al.orresponds with maximal intersite phase di�erene, all departures lead toa redution of phase and hene a systemati fall in the value of the resonantQ-vetor. 3. Fragile marostates revealed through DqWe now turn to the seond key problem raised by the observations inFig. 1 and with it open the disussion to the use of the anomalous displae-ment as a probe of the intrinsi properties in strongly orrelated eletronsystems. Corresponding with the anomalous displaements, Fig. 1 also givesthe temperature dependenies of the spei� heat and OP as determined byneutron di�ration [5-8,12℄. As with Dq the heat apaity anomalies arestrikingly similar. Conventional OP mean �eld theory then faes the para-doxial situation of URu2Si2 and UPd2Al3, with a moment ratio �50, havingomparable, � kB ln[2℄ disontinuities in C=T at TN.The fous of the disussion is then URu2Si2 where the mirosopi natureof the low moment antiferromagneti state has been surrounded by interestand ontroversy sine its disovery. The transition to an antiferromagnetiground state below TN�17.5 K was antiipated in the wake of thermody-nami and transport measurements, whih indiated large jumps in the heatapaity, bulk suseptibility and resistivity. However, despite the signi�anthange in entropy reorded at TN, no signature of a (quasi-)stati momentwas deteted by NMR tehniques [13℄ whilst neutron di�ration yielded onlya very weak moment estimated to be in the region of 0.02�0.03 �B per U ion[12℄, a value apparently inompatible with existing thermodynami data [8℄.There is an extreme sensitivity of physial properties in URu2Si2 to sam-ple quality [12-14℄, even in the most metiulously prepared samples at leasttwo marked anomalies remain. First, the estimated maximum range of mag-neti orrelations, parallel to and perpendiular to the ferromagneti a�bbasal plane sheets, is in the region of 200�600Å [12,14℄. Seond, the transi-tion temperature of antiferromagneti order reorded by neutron satteringis some 2 � 3 K below and smeared when ompared with the sharp jumpreorded in the heat apaity, typial data being reprodued in Fig. 1. Inter-pretation of physial properties based on mean �eld models have been moti-vated by the sharp � transition in the heat apaity, suh approximations arehowever enigmati in view of the relatively short orrelation lengths, whihpersist to the lowest temperature. The disord between di�ration and ther-modynami observations noted in URu2Si2 stands in ontrast to the stablemoment system UPd2Al3 where the ollapse of long range magneti orderis signalled by the onomitant rapid hange of neutron di�rated intensityand the rise in the spei� heat on approahing TN as shown in Fig. 1.



Fragile Thermodynami Order 1373In view of the ontroversial evidene on the range and stability of mag-neti order in URu2Si2, the disussion of whih has inluded amongst othersvarious suggestions of a `hidden' primary OP [15℄, we undertook to exam-ine the RXS response in some detail. Building on the pioneering work ofIsaas et al. [14℄ we have measured the position, line width and intensityof RXS in pure, annealed samples of URu2Si2 as a funtion of temperature.The data are shown in Fig. 3. The longitudinal shift of the peak to smaller

Fig. 3. Longitudinal sans through the (005) magneti speular re�etion inURu2Si2 showing the shift and broadening of the peak as the temperature in-reases. Insert: Inident photon energy dependene of the (005) peak. This wideLorentzian pro�le is independent of temperature and signi�es a substantial interme-diate state matrix element assoiated with a strong 5f polarisation [11℄ whilst thebroad q-vetor peak (main frame) gives a measure of the short range (dynamial)magneti order.wave vetor and the broadening are learly observable, there is no (symme-try preluded) measurable hange in the transverse o-ordinate. Mössbauerdata taken on dilute (10 and 50%) Np doped URu2Si2 [16℄ using the 237Npnulear reoil have shown that above 10% Np onentrations the hyper�ne�eld orresponds to a stati (within the Mössbauer window of � 10�8s) Npmagneti moment of 1.5(1) �B. Reent Mössbauer experiments on�rmedthis order of magnitude of the Np moment in the 5% Np sample where RXSmeasurements were used to determine the ratio of the uranium and neptu-nium signals [17℄. Aross the U-Np substitution series the uranium signalamplitude is remarkably stable (after normalization for the onentration)and orresponds to � 20% of that from the neptunium. Changing (under the



1374 N. Bernhoeft et al.same experimental onditions) from the Np sample of lowest dopage to pureURu2Si2 gave a similar signal at the U M4 resonane, pointing to a stabledipole-like 5f shell polarisation both in URu2Si2 and its Np substitutionalalloys of � 0:3 �B as measured on the time sale of the RXS probe. A de-tailed study of the azimuthal dependene of the (005) magneti re�etion inURu2Si2 gave an angular dependene onsistent with the dipole (E1) natureof the magneti sattering and disriminating against primary OP modelsinvolving a large quadrupole moment in the a�b basal plane, as suggestedreently [18℄.In striking ontrast with the other ompounds, where the wave ve-tor shifts take plae only in the dynami, paramagneti state above TN, inURu2Si2 they our below the thermodynamially determined TN (Fig. 1).This suggests that the OP remains in a dynami state even in the nom-inal antiferromagneti phase. A plausible origin to the small moment inURu2Si2 as dedued from neutron di�ration experiments is then avail-able sine the loal OP an appear in one of the two time reversed Néelstates. Temporal averaging over these states (lifetime ��) on the neutronoherene time (�n � 10�11�10�10 s) yields a redued norm as orrelatedvolumes spontaneously form and dissolve in the (weak) time-average mean�eld. From the ratio of moments estimated by RXS (�0.3�B) and neutrondi�ration (� 0:03 �B), probing on the eletroni hopping (10�15�10�14 s)and slow quasi-thermodynami time sales respetively, one extrats the ra-tio mn/m0 � 0:1 where m0 is the moment on time sale � �� sensed, forexample, by RXS.The dynami OP also enables the aumulated entropy hange at TN tobe reoniled with the magneti moment estimated by neutron di�ration.The entropy, i.e. our lak of knowledge, of the paramagneti state is reduedat low temperature with inreasing magneti order. The frational dereasein number of states, g, aessed over �n is estimated for a weak polarisa-tion, p, as glow=ghigh � exp(�p2=2�2)[19℄ produing the entropy derement,�S=kB = �(�n/��)p2=2. Equating this with the measured hange yieldsp � [2(��=�n)0:15 ln[2℄℄1=2 and hene mn � 0:04 �B.A fragile or pseudo-thermodynami state, identi�ed by an anomalousdisplaement, Dq, in the OP Bragg wave vetor, thus provides a frameworkwithin whih the di�erent, slow and fast time sale, response in URu2Si2 maybe rationalised. It enables an interpretation of the thermodynami entropybalane and low temperature sublattie moment as estimated by neutrondi�ration. In a similar manner, �SR results whih have been variouslyinterpreted as implying a weak homogeneous moment [20℄ or antiferromag-neti order in �10% of a paramagneti host [21℄ may also be understood. Onlonger time sales, as explored, for example, by NMR, an even weaker e�e-tive moment is antiipated. In this light, the inferene from NMR studies [13℄



Fragile Thermodynami Order 1375that URu2Si2 omprises of only �1% inhomogeneously distributed volumesof moment �0.3�B in a paramagneti host, may rather be seen in the light ofextended time averaging; an alternative that simultaneously resolves the or-der of magnitude disrepany in volume (10% to 1%) of distributed momentwith that previously attributed by �SR and neutron sattering tehniques.4. ConlusionsMotivated by the disovery of superonduting-magneti phases, high Tand CMR amongst others, major e�orts are being made in the searh forunonventional marostates. Fundamental to our understanding will be aomprehensive desription of the weakly interating quasipartile (pseudo-eigenstates) out of whih they evolve [10℄. The anomalous displaement, Dq,initially appearing as an apparent violation of Bragg's law, may turn into anovel tool providing a �rst aliper on dynamially stabilised marostates. Inaddition to the ase of antiferromagnetism treated here, where introdutionof a dynamial phase, �d, permits one to (re-)insert the fundamental Néelstate temporal degeneray, the onept of temporal (as opposed to, or indeedas a resolution of, geometri) frustration broadens our perspetive on otherexoti, e.g. non-Fermi liquid, and quantum ritial states [22℄. In suh asesthe quasi-instantaneous nature of the resonant X-ray proess may enableunique information, whih is otherwise lost in the intrinsi temporal averag-ing of the measurement, to be aessed. Following this line of attak, andgiven the availability of suitable X-ray resonane edges, further exploratoryexperiments would appear eminently worthwhile.The support of the ESRF magneti sattering beamline group over anumber of years is olletively aknowledged as are pertinent onversationswith R. Chamberlin, P. Holdsworth and G.G. Lonzarih.REFERENCES[1℄ C.G. Shull, J.S. Smart, Phys. Rev. 76, 1256 (1949).[2℄ P.W. Anderson, Basi Notions of Condensed Matter Physis, Addison-Wesley, 1984.[3℄ G.M. Watson et al., Phys. Rev. B53, 686 (1996).[4℄ J.P. Hill et al., Phys. Rev. B53, 3487 (1996).[5℄ D.W. Osborne, E.F. Westrum, J. Chem. Phys. 21, 1884 (1953).[6℄ B.C. Frazer et al., Phys. Rev. 140A, 1448 (1965); B.T.M. Willis, R.I. Taylor,Phys. Lett. 17, 188 (1965).
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